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We appreciate the comment by Hurley and Pantelis [this
issue] and the opportunity to clarify our remarks on their
work made in our paper [Stagnitti et al., 1986]. Our paper
recognizedthat the work of Hurley and Pantelis [1985] "justified and expanded" our work.
Hurley and Pantelis [1985] developed a general kinematic
model describingdownslopeflow in the saturated and unsatu-

if such conditions affected the water balance for a short dis-

tance upslope. In that case, the amount of water associated
with conditions at the foot of the slope would be negligiblein
comparison with the amount of water for the entire hillslope.
Clearly, the effect of dropping these conditions is related to

neglectinghigher derivativesintroducedby capillarity in the
transport equation.

ratedzone.Their theory"jUstified"
the simplification
of Rich-

Thus Hurley and Pantelis' [1985] model requires more than
"only two assumptions'(1) that Richards' equation is obeyed
paper[Stagnittiet al., 1986,p. 632]. We statedthat "soilwater and (2) that the thicknessof the soil layer is small in comparidiffusion tends to maintain a uniform water content within the
son with a typical hillslope dimension" Hurley and Pantelis
layer" [Sta•nitti et al., 1986, p. 631], whereas they find more
[this issue]. It also requires that the typical hillslope dimenprecisely that the total "head is ... approximately constant sion be much greater than the dimension along the hill afalong
normals
tothesurface"
[Hurley
q•i•i•Pantelis,
thisissue].fected by capillarity. Mathematically, the difficulty arises beWeweremistaken
whenwestated
that:i'•is.
implied
thatthe cause of the implicit assumptionthey make that the variation
water contentwas also constantalong the normalsto the of the pressurehead is at most of the order of the thicknessof
thesoillayer.Sincethethickness
of thesoillayeris much
hillslope, as correctly pointed out by Hurley and Pantelis [this

ards' equation for thin soil layers, as we acknowledgedin our

issue].
However,
thedifference
between•!i!'•itir
assertions
and smallerthanthelengthof thehillslope,it results/hatcapillary
theirs
does
notaffect
thecalculation
of[•: drainage
toany forcesare automatically ignored in their model.
Our model recognizesthis limitation, and an allowance for

significantextent for thin layers.

Their modelalso"expanded"
oursby a:pPlying
the method capillarity is made. For the Coweeta data, capillary rise afof characteristicsto a soil layer which dO•s not have a "uniform soil layer thickness"and "constant slope angle" [Hurley
and Pantelis,this issue].However, sinceour principal aim was
to obtain a fully analytical solution, some geometricallimitations are necessary.Once analytical solutions are obtained,
they can be applied to simple experiments,as we did with the
Coweeta data [Hewlett and Hibbert, 1963-],or used to validate
numerical models,which then can be applied to more complex
situations with confidence.

More importantly, Hurley and Pantelis do not agree with
our main and in fact only criticism that their "model ignores
capillary effects, since such effects are included in Richards'
equation" [Hurley and Pantelis, this issue]. We still believe
that our criticism is valid and fundamental. For this reason,
we shall elaborate more carefully.
Hurley and Pantelis' [this issue] argument that their model
deals with capillarity becauseRichards' equation does would
be convincingif their simplificationof Richards' equation was
always valid. In reality, this may not be so. For example, a
difficulty with their model may ¾es•ltfrom no specificationof
boundary conditions at the foot slope of the hill. Certain conditions may well be incompatible with the condition of constant total head perpendicular to the hillslope. Hurley and
Pantelis' [1985] mod½l•w0uldhold in general, that is, independent of the boundary conditions at the bottom of the hill, only

fected a significant portion of the hillslope. If we had ignored
this effect, then the predicted drainage would have been more
than 50% larger than was actually observed.
In conclusion,then, models using the method of characteristics, like the one developed by Hurley and Pantelis [1985]
and ours [Stagnitti et al., 1986], are extremely useful to analyze water movement in thin layers. However, care must be
taken to estimate capillary effects introduced by boundary
conditions at the bottom of the hill to ensure that they are
negligible or to introduce a correction in the model to account
for them if necessary,as we did.
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